Schedulers assign starting times to events in a system such that a set of constraints is met and system productivity is maximized. We characterize the scheduler behaviour for the case where decisions are made by comparing affine expressions of design parameters such as task workload, processing speed, robot travelling speed, or a controller’s rise and settling time. Deterministic schedulers can be extended with symbolic execution, to keep track of the affine conditions on the parameters for which the scheduling decisions are made. We introduce a divide-and-conquer algorithm that uses this information to determine parameter regions for which the same sequence of decisions is taken given a particular scenario. The results provide designers insight in the impact of parameter changes on the performance of their system. The exploration can also be executed with the KLEE symbolic execution engine of the LLVM tool chain to extract the same results. We show that the divide-and-conquer approach provides the results much faster than the generic symbolic execution engine of KLEE. The results allow visualization of the sensitivity to all parameter combinations. The results of our approach therefore provide more insight in the sensitivity to parameters.
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1 INTRODUCTION

As systems are becoming more complex, they require more and more complex scheduling policies and hence are more complex to design and analyze. Modern systems require schedulers to determine which resource(s) execute the work, as well as the order in which the work is executed. The scheduler decisions become a function of the workload parameters, system configurations, or even the physical layout of the underlying cyber-physical system. Analysing such schedulers becomes very challenging since the space of possible schedules is very large.

Such schedulers can be found in smart and flexible manufacturing systems. An industrial printer is an example. The productivity of a printer is optimized by a scheduler that can be adjusted based
on the specification of the physical printing device and the type of work the printer is supposed to handle. Due to the wide range of parameters for such systems it is useful to understand how the physical system can be co-designed with the scheduler. This understanding can be shared between disciplines to determine the impact of parameters on system productivity, for example, for a given scheduling policy and specific workloads.

We investigate how to characterize the impact of design parameters of a system on the scheduling decisions that are taken in case that the conditions that lead to particular decisions are affine. Such design parameters may include the clock speed and the relative workload of tasks for multiprocessor systems, or the physical dimensions of modules of a manufacturing system. Symbolic execution of the scheduler can determine which execution paths in the scheduling algorithm are taken for different parameter values. In this paper we characterise the sequence of decisions and record the (parametric) scheduling outcomes for different parameter values. Our approach achieves a fast characterisation of scheduler decision mechanisms that use affine combinations of parameters to make decisions.

We consider deterministic schedulers, in particular we are interested in those that minimize makespan of a given set of non-pre-emptive jobs.Schedulers need to enforce orderings of events, while meeting certain requirements on the timing of those events associated with the jobs in the system. Our technique requires a scheduler to (re-)construct symbolic affine conditions for its decisions. Our approach uses these symbolic conditions in a divide-and-conquer algorithm to find regions for which the same parametric schedule is produced. Expressions for the makespan of the result can then be found. The problem and approach in this paper are motivated by characterising schedulers for re-entrant manufacturing systems, but the approach is generally applicable to other types of schedulers as well. Our approach requires that the scheduler for the given scheduling instance (1) terminates in finite time for any parameter combination, and (2) leads to a finite number of distinct parametric scheduling results. A key challenge is to cover all parameter combinations such that the parametric decision regions are characterized including their borders, where a scheduler changes its decision because of some critical constraint or requirement. Each parametric decision region relates to an execution branch for concrete parameter values.

Related work is discussed in Section 2. We then define symbolic scheduling (Section 3) and illustrate how to integrate it into a classical scheduling heuristic (Section 4). We show how such a symbolic scheduler is used to evaluate a concrete parameter combination (Section 4) and how to interpret the information it returns (Section 5). In Section 6, we introduce an exact scheduler characterization algorithm that covers all parameter combinations in a given range. In Section 7, we evaluate the algorithm for the classical Shortest Processing Time First (SPTF) scheduler and schedulers for a manufacturing system. We compare our approach to the generic symbolic execution engine LLVM KLEE. Section 8 concludes.

2 RELATED WORK
Determining whether a particular set of tasks and an activation pattern is schedulable is essential for embedded systems. Such schedulability problems have received much attention for varying scheduling policies [2, 19]. The research on schedulability problems has initially focused on cases where relevant parameters, such as task durations, offsets, relative deadlines, and periods, are given and constant. For a given system, such solutions determine whether the system is schedulable. Such schedulability problems have been extended to parametrized systems, where the problem is to determine for each parameter combination whether the system is schedulable [3, 5]. Schedulability regions have been determined for periodic task sets in [3]. The task execution times in this work are parametric, and it provides solutions for rate-monotonic and fixed-priority scheduling. The
results show that it is possible to use hyperplane representations for these scheduling models. The hyperplanes determine limits on the schedulability, i.e., for which task execution times the processors are proven to be capable of executing a workload. The results map each parameter combination in a parameter space to a binary outcome (schedulable or not schedulable). The approach is specific to rate-monotonic and fixed-priority scheduling. The parametric timed automata approach in [5] allows to determine the schedulability for a wider range of systems than [3]. This approach supports parametrized task sets (with parameters for completion time, relative deadline, release times), and activation patterns, also taking into account non-deterministic behaviour for fixed-priority scheduling. The approach iteratively bounds the schedulability region. In general, the approach of [5] may not terminate in a finite number of steps. However, the authors show that their approach converges for periodic task sets with bounded activation offsets. Our approach addresses performance characterization, which is more generic than the binary schedulability analysis. The result of our approach is a set of performance regions, and for each region a parametrized expression characterizing performance aspects such as makespan. Our approach targets deterministic systems with schedulers that can take into account the context when scheduling decisions need to be made. Our approach can therefore handle parameters for deterministic constraints in completion time, release time, and relative deadlines, as long as the scheduling conditions are affine in nature.

The work of Nasri et al. [13, 14] extends schedulability tests for task sets when the system is scheduled by a job-level fixed-priority scheduling algorithm. Given a set of input jobs with non-deterministic parameters (i.e., with bounded uncertainty), their approach efficiently determines whether the system is schedulable under all execution scenario’s, as well as the best-case and worst-case response times of each job. Although the goal of the work of Nasri et al. is similar to our work, the problem that is tackled is different from the one tackled in this paper. In contrast with their work, the problem we present assumes that task execution times and timing constraints are deterministic, and that parameters can be shared among tasks and timing constraints. Moreover, as mentioned before, our work does not only perform schedulability checks, but it also yields performance regions with symbolic makespan expressions characterizing the full scheduler behaviour.

The parametric scheduling work of Subramani [15] also focuses on schedulability queries for real-time systems, using the execution-time-constraints (ETC) framework. This dispatching mechanism only considers constraints from and to past events. It does not take into account that constraints from and to known future events impact the scheduling decision, and computes a single range in which a task/job can be dispatched.

Parametric timed automata approaches for schedulability such as [5], [9], and [12] also return a set of symbolic conditions, called zones. The typical query, however, is whether a given state is reachable. The problem in this paper requires finding whether any accepting state is reachable under certain parameter evaluations, which has been shown to be PSPACE-Complete [1]. Current approaches [9], however, do not give an algorithm to discover any accepting states automatically and also capture the symbolic conditions for the decisions leading to these states (in the form of a decision region). Our approach simultaneously discovers the reachable scheduling results and the symbolic conditions under which they are reachable.

The convexity of parametric problems is often based on the resulting parametric affine expressions, as in [7], [10], and [16]. In these works, the throughput expressions and affine schedules are determined for data-flow graphs and iteration vectors respectively. Such results are valid on the border of regions, whereas our problem requires the regions not to overlap. Our approach finds symbolic conditions that are related only to the decision making, but are not necessarily derived from the scheduling result.
Scheduling problems can often be expressed as integer programming problems. Such integer programming problems are often not amenable to solving to optimality due to the complexity of the scheduling problem. The constraints of such integer programming problems can be expressed by parameters [6] [7]. This work solves a different kind of parametric scheduling problem; the decision making is performed by a general-purpose solver. The scheduling result relates directly to the symbolic conditions under which the result is optimal, which is not a limitation of our approach. Our approach characterizes all results achievable by a particular scheduler, thereby characterizing the full scheduler behaviour.

There have been significant advances in the automated generation of test cases in recent years. Such generic techniques can be used to cover all possible execution paths of a program. Symbolic execution engines such as LLVM KLEE [4] keep track of symbolic variables automatically. Using the symbolic information, LLVM KLEE tries to find for each execution branch concrete values for the parameter combination that lead to that particular branch, to be used as a test case, or to show that no concrete values can ever lead to that execution branch. LLVM KLEE is the only related work that can be used to directly address the problem we consider in this paper. We provide an alternative, more specialized approach that outperforms LLVM KLEE for the given problem, and returns more insight into the productivity of schedulers under varying parameters.

3 SYMBOLIC SCHEDULING
Schedulers decide in what order and at what time events should take place. A scheduling problem often contains a set of static timing constraints that are enforced regardless of the scheduler’s decisions. For example, there may be a minimum and maximum time constraint between the start and the end of a task. Conditional timing constraints, such as communication, processing, reconfiguration times or sequence-dependent set-up times, are active only when certain conditions are met. The scheduler needs to take into account that the set of active constraints can change when the order of events or the resource allocation changes. Many schedulers first decide on which resource and/or in what order the required events should take place, before start times are determined. The scheduler must ensure that all timing constraints of the scheduling problem are satisfied. A sequence of decisions is taken, based on the evaluation of certain alternatives. The scheduler then computes event realization times to instruct the system.

Schedulers (and programs in general) typically use concrete values to choose between options. In symbolic scheduling, these concrete values are replaced by symbolic expressions, that relate the values to system parameters. The scheduler can then evaluate the symbolic expressions by substituting the parameters with their concrete values. We show that such a symbolic scheduler can determine to what extent the parameters may change before any decision in the decision sequence changes. If the conditions used in the scheduler are restricted to conjunctions of affine inequalities of parameters, then we can relatively efficiently determine for all parameter combinations which decision sequence will be taken. We assume that a symbolic scheduler returns: (i) the schedule produced at a particular parameter point, (ii) a set of necessary symbolic conditions, i.e., affine inequalities on the parameters, defining a region that includes all points that lead to the same decision, and (iii) the result of a concrete decision sequence, e.g., the parametrized timing relations between events.

4 RUNNING EXAMPLE
We first introduce a basic scheduling model: an $m$-machine $n$-task allocation problem. We then explain the SPTF heuristic. We use this particular scheduler to show that our approach is applicable to commonly used types of schedulers and as running example.
4.1 *m*-machine *n*-task allocation problem

A queue \( T = \langle (t_1, d_1), \ldots, (t_n, d_n) \rangle \) of tasks \( t_i \) with duration \( T(t_i) = d_i \) needs to be allocated on a set of \( m \) identical machines, referred to in general as resources. The tasks have no dependencies among each other. A task \( t_j \in \text{dom} \ T \) is executed without interruptions for the specified duration \( d_i \). The scheduling problem is to assign each task to a machine and determine a feasible schedule \( \sigma \) for the start of each task that minimizes the maximum completion time of all machines \( C_{\text{max}} \).

We use a simple list scheduler heuristic as an example for our approach. List schedulers iteratively schedule the highest ranked task onto the highest ranked resource. It suffices to define task and resource ranks to complete the algorithm.

4.2 Shortest Processing Time First Scheduler

An SPTF scheduler is a list scheduler that iteratively schedules a remaining task with the shortest processing time on the earliest available resource (Algorithms 1 and 2). The result is a partitioning of the task queue over resource queues. The resource queues represent dependencies between tasks which share resources, for example \( \langle (t_1, a), (t_2, 2a) \rangle, \langle (t_3, b) \rangle \) expresses two resource queues of tasks with parametric execution times with parameters \( a \) and \( b \); \( t_2 \) depends on completion of \( t_1 \), both allocated to the first resource.

At each step, the scheduler must select exactly one option; a tie-breaking condition is required if several options are equally preferable. If several tasks or resources have the same duration or availability time, then Algorithm 1 always selects the first occurrence, which makes it deterministic. In literature, such a tie is typically broken arbitrarily.

**Algorithm 1** Shortest processing time first scheduler

1: function SPTF_SCHEDULE(task queue \( T = \langle (t_1, d_1), \ldots, (t_n, d_n) \rangle \), resources \( R = \langle r_1, \ldots, r_m \rangle \))
2: \( \sigma = \emptyset \) // start with an empty schedule
3: for each \( r \in R \) do
4: \( Q(r) = \langle \rangle \) // empty queues \( Q \) for each resource
5: repeat
6: remove task \( x = (t_x, d) \in T \) s.t. \( d = \min_{(t_i, d_i) \in T} d_i \)
7: select resource \( r \in R \) with min. \( \text{COMPL}(Q(r)) \)
8: \( s = \text{COMPL}(Q(r)) \)
9: append \( x \) to \( Q(r) \)
10: \( \sigma(t_x) = s \)
11: until \( T \) is empty
12: return \( Q, \sigma \)

**Algorithm 2** Calculate completion time of a queue

1: procedure COMPL(queue \( q \))
2: return \( \sum_{(t_i, d_i) \in q} d_i \)

5 PARAMETRIZED SCHEDULERS

We introduce the concept of decision regions, taking the shape of polyhedra in the design parameter space, in Section 5.1, before extending the SPTF scheduler with symbolic scheduling in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3, we show how to extend the evaluation of conditions in the symbolic scheduler such
that it can evaluate points that are arbitrarily close to, but not on, the edge of a polyhedron. We use this concept to deal with tie-breaking conditions, characterizing the parameter combinations where a scheduler changes its decision. In Section 5.4, we visualize the branching conditions used in the symbolic scheduler as a decision tree.

5.1 Decision regions

We consider deterministic schedulers for which the conditions of scheduler decisions can be denoted as the conjunction $\bigwedge S$ of a set $S$ of symbolic affine inequalities. The universe of symbolic affine inequalities with $d$ parameters is represented by $U = \mathbb{R}^{d+1} \times \{<, \leq\}$. We denote a symbolic affine inequality by a tuple $(e, \prec)$ with $e \in \mathbb{R}^{d+1}$ and $\prec \in \{<, \leq\}$. A symbolic scheduler evaluates parametric affine expressions $e(p) = b \cdot p + c$, where $p$ is a vector of parameters, $b$ is a vector of weights, $c$ is a constant and $\cdot$ denotes a vector inner product. The affine function $e$ is represented by a vector $b$ consisting of $d$ coefficients and the constant $c$, and the function evaluation of $e$ parameter point $p \in \mathbb{R}^d$ becomes $e(p) = [b \cdot p + c]$. A symbolic affine inequality can be evaluated to a boolean at a parameter point $p$ as $e(p) \prec 0$, where $\prec$ is either $<$ or $\leq$. The negation of an affine inequality $\neg(e \prec 0)$ is defined as follows: $\neg(e, <)$ is equivalent to $(\neg e, \leq)$, and $\neg(e, \leq)$ is equivalent to $(\neg e, <)$.

A conjunction of symbolic affine inequalities can be interpreted as the intersection of the corresponding half-spaces in the parameter space $[8][11][12]$. The resulting polyhedron is therefore convex for schedulers that use affine inequalities to perform their decision making. For strict inequalities, the bounding hyperplane is excluded. The convexity of the decision regions cannot be guaranteed when non-linear conditions are used by the scheduler. We want to find a polyhedron for every point in which, the scheduling algorithm makes the same sequence of decisions. We use the term decision region to refer to such a convex polyhedron.

Fig. 1. SPTF example schedules for task queue $((t_1, 2a), (t_2, b), (t_3, 2a + 1))$. 

Algorithm 1 returns the task ordering \( Q(r) \) for each resource \( r \), and for each task \( t \in \text{dom } T \) the earliest possible starting time \( \sigma(t) \). In addition, the scheduler can keep track of the reasons why it made these decisions for the given parameter values. For example, let the queue of symbolic tasks and their duration expressions be \( \langle (t_1, 2a), (t_2, b), (t_3, 2a + 1) \rangle \). The selection condition \( d = \min_{(t_i,d_i) \in T} \hat{d}_i \) (used in Algorithm 1 Line 6) can be written as the conjunction of inequalities such that the duration \( \hat{d}_i \) of task \( t_i \) is at most the duration of any task in \( T \): \( \bigwedge_{(t_i,d_i) \in T} d_x \leq d_i \). When \( a = 1/4, b = 2 \), the scheduler picks task \( t_1 \) with duration \( a \) first, and will do so for other parameter combinations, as long as \( 2a \leq b \).

Similarly, the minimum completion time condition can also be expressed as a symbolic inequality, as the completion time of a resource is the sum of a set of symbolic duration expressions. In the example, after selecting task \( t_1 \), the first (least busy) resource is selected to execute for an additional \( 2a \) time units. Both resources are available at time 0, and therefore task \( t_1 \) is scheduled on \( r_1 \). The completion times of \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) are then \( 2a \) and 0 respectively. Task \( t_3 \) with time \( 2a + 1 = 3/2 \) then remains the smallest task as long as \( 2a + 1 \leq b \). Resource \( r_2 \) will be selected for task \( t_3 \) under the condition that there is no other resource than \( r_2 \) that is idle earlier, i.e., the scheduler requires that \( 0 \leq 2a \). Moreover, as resource \( r_1 \) occurs earlier in the resource list than \( r_2 \), the scheduler also requires that \( r_2 \) is the first resource in the list that is idle at the given time, i.e., the scheduler requires that \( \neg(2a \leq 0) \). The two conditions combined simplify to \( 0 < 2a \). After scheduling \( t_3 \), the resource completion times are \( 2a \) and \( 2a + 1 \) for \( r_1 \) and \( r_2 \) respectively. Finally, the only remaining task \( t_2 \) with duration \( b \) is added to the resource with minimum completion time. The resource selection condition \( 2a \leq 2a + 1 \) is true regardless of the value of \( a \), and \( t_2 \) is therefore scheduled on resource \( r_1 \). This schedule is shown in Figure 1a. For this example, \( C_{\text{max}} = \max (2a + b, 2a + 1) \), for the parameter values \((a, b) = (1/4, 2)\): \( C_{\text{max}} = 5/2 \) time units.

### 5.2 Symbolic SPTF scheduler

Given a particular parametrized set of tasks and resources, a deterministic scheduler makes its decisions sequentially. Algorithm 3 extends Algorithm 1 with symbolic scheduling. It captures the conditions that distinguish between the selection of scheduling options. In Algorithm 3, the condition for selecting task \( t \) on Line 6 is captured on Line 7. Similarly, the resource selection condition for \( r \) is evaluated on Line 8 and is captured on Line 9.

Note that the symbolic scheduler captures only closed intervals, even though on the interface between two decisions, only one decision is taken. We show in Section 6 that it is not necessary to explicitly return the tie-breaking condition for our approach.

Let the queue of symbolic tasks and their duration expressions again be \( \langle (t_1, 2a), (t_2, b), (t_3, 2a + 1) \rangle \). Figure 1 shows three symbolic schedules that are produced for this task set for three different parameter combinations \( ((a = 1/4, b = 2), (a = 1/2, b = 3/2) \) and \( (a = 1, b = 1) \)). At these parameter combinations the scheduler returns several necessary conditions for the same decisions to be taken as shown in Figure 2. The relevant task and resource selection conditions are shown in Table 1\(^1\). These selection conditions result in polyhedra that overlap, yet the scheduler only returns one specific result and schedule for each parameter combination. In Figure 2, the points on the line \( b = 2a \) belong to the blue region, as the task with duration \( 2a \) (as the first task in the task queue) would be picked first. Similarly, the points on the line \( b = 2a + 1 \) belong to the green region, as task \( t_2 \) with duration \( b \) is picked before task \( t_3 \).

\[^1\)In figures and tables, the task indices have been omitted.]
Algorithm 3 Symbolic shortest processing time first scheduler

1: function SYMBOLIC_SPTF_SCHEDULE(task queue $T = \langle (t_1, d_1), \ldots, (t_n, d_n) \rangle$, resources $R = \langle r_1, \ldots, r_m \rangle$, parameter values $p$)
2: $c = \emptyset$ // initialize an empty set of conditions
3: for each $r \in R$ do
4: $Q(r) = \langle \rangle$ // empty queues $Q$ for each resource
5: repeat
6: remove $x = (t, d) \in T$ s.t. $d(p) = \min_{(t_i, d_i) \in T} d_i(p)$
7: $c = c \cup \{ (d - d_i, \leq) \mid (t_i, d_i) \in T \}$
8: select $r \in R$ with min. COMPL($Q(r)$)($p$)
9: $c = c \cup \{ (\text{COMPL}(Q(r)) - \text{COMPL}(Q(r_i)), \leq) \mid r_i \in R \}$
10: $s = \text{COMPL}(Q(r))$
11: append $x$ to $Q(r)$
12: $\sigma(t) = s$
13: until $T$ is empty
14: return $c, Q, \sigma$

Fig. 2. Example polyhedra returned by the symbolic scheduler for task queue $T = \langle (t_1, 2a), (t_2, b), (t_3, 2a + 1) \rangle$, at parameter points $(a, b) = (1/4, 2), (1/2, 3/2)$ and $(1, 1)$, indicated by the red dots. The regions denote for which parameter combinations the same sequence of decisions are taken.

Table 1. Decision region details for task queue $T = \langle (t_1, 2a), (t_2, b), (t_3, 2a + 1) \rangle$.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$p = (a, b)$</th>
<th>Task</th>
<th>Resource</th>
<th>Queues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$(1/4, 2)$</td>
<td>$2a + 1 &lt; b$</td>
<td>$0 &lt; 2a$</td>
<td>$\langle 2a, b \rangle, \langle 2a + 1 \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1/2, 3/2)$</td>
<td>$2a \leq b \wedge b \leq 2a + 1$</td>
<td>$0 &lt; 2a$</td>
<td>$\langle 2a, 2a + 1 \rangle, \langle b \rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$(1, 1)$</td>
<td>$b &lt; 2a$</td>
<td>$0 &lt; b$</td>
<td>$\langle b, 2a + 1 \rangle, \langle 2a \rangle$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
5.3 Evaluating points strictly inside a decision region

For our exploration algorithm, we need to distinguish between parameter combinations that lie on the border of a polyhedron, and those arbitrarily close to, but not on, the border to detect in which decision region they fall. If at parameter combination $p$ multiple tasks tie for the smallest duration, Algorithm 3 chooses the task that occurs first in the queue. I.e., on the ‘border’ between two decision regions, exactly one of several mutually exclusive branching decisions is taken.

The decision regions can be open or closed such as visualized for task queue $\langle (t_1, a), (t_2, 2a), (t_3, 2), (t_4, 5) \rangle$ in 1-dimensional intervals in Figure 3a. This example is synthetic as it allows negative task execution times. However, it illustrates aspects that may occur in realistic, more complex examples, for more complex schedulers. The figure shows that any side of a scheduling region can be open or closed, depending on the conditions used in the scheduler. Moreover, it shows that schedules may occur for only a single parameter value. Point $a = 0$ is the only point in the example that leads to schedule $\langle (t_1, a), (t_2, 2a), (t_3, 2) \rangle, \langle (t_4, 5) \rangle$. The maximum completion times associated with the schedules have different slopes for different decision regions, as shown in Figure 3b. In more complex examples, the makespan may even make discrete, discontinuous steps at borders of regions. The makespan of a schedule results from its critical paths. A parametrized expression for the makespan of a schedule for a given specific parameter combination can be determined by the algorithm presented in [16]. Such critical path expressions of the parametric scheduling result determine the performance slopes inside the regions.

We need to evaluate parameter combinations that are just off a region border, to find to which decision region a border belongs. We add an infinitesimally small $\varepsilon$ to some of the concrete points such that the scheduler evaluates conditions as if the parameter point is strictly inside a polyhedron to influence the decisions that the scheduler makes. This procedure is explained in Section 6.2.

5.4 Interpreting a symbolic scheduler as a decision tree

The decision sequences that can be taken by the SPTF scheduler for the task queue $\langle (t_1, 2a), (t_2, b), (t_3, 2a + 1) \rangle$ are visualized in Figure 4 as a decision tree. For each parameter combination $p = (a, b)$ a particular sequence of decisions (i.e., a path in the decision tree) is followed. Starting from the left, the branches of the tree contain the minimum task and resource selection, and the leaves show the resulting resource queues. In Section 6 we present a structured way to find for all parameter combinations which branch of the decision tree is taken. This allows the behaviour of the scheduler to be characterized with respect to the parameters.

There are branches that cannot be taken for any parameter combination $p$. The task $t_1$, with duration $2a$, for example, is always smaller than $t_3$ with duration $2a+1$, so task $t_3$ cannot be scheduled before scheduling $t_1$. Figure 2 shows the decision regions for strictly positive parameters. Figure 5 shows the geometric decision regions for each combination \{ $\{a, b\} | -1 \leq a \leq 8/5 \land -1 \leq b \leq 8/5 \}$. Only three decision regions fall in the positive quadrant. For the remaining decision regions, at least one parameter is negative.

As $a$ or $b$ becomes negative, at least one task duration becomes negative. As before, we allow negative tasks durations for illustration purposes. Behaviour that we see in this example may also occur in more complex schedulers. For some negative task durations the SPTF scheduler delivers the same schedule as for certain positive parameters, although following a different decision sequence. An example occurs in Figure 8, the two decision regions that are labelled with $C$ correspond to different paths in the decision tree visualized in Figure 4. Different sequences of decisions can lead to the same internal state of the scheduler, which may lead to the same scheduling result.
6 EXPLORENG PARAMETER COMBINATIONS
In Section 6.1, we present a divide-and-conquer approach that identifies to which decision regions each parameter combination belongs. The divide-and-conquer approach does so by evaluating the corner points of convex polyhedra, until it is determined that all combinations inside a polyhedron result in the same decision region. To characterize the scheduler for all parameter combinations for polyhedra with strict inequalities, we describe a procedure to generate ε corners, i.e., corner points that are an infinitesimal distance away from an open corner of a polyhedron, in Section 6.2.

Compared to LLVM KLEE [4], our divide-and-conquer approach is a depth-first approach. In contrast to LLVM KLEE, we explore an execution path to termination, by evaluating specific concrete points. LLVM KLEE uses a mix of several approaches to identify new (arbitrary) concrete points that continue into different (non-terminated) execution paths.

Fig. 4. Example decision tree for SPTF scheduling tasks \(((t_1, 2a), (t_2, b), (t_3, 2a + 1))\). A solid edge is a decision on a task, and a dashed edge is a decision on a resource. Greyed out decisions cannot be taken due to conflicting requirements on the parameter values.

Fig. 5. Geometric visualization of which parameter combinations lead to which resource queues for the example in Figure 4. The legend shows resource queues and symbolic maximum completion times for each explored decision region. The letters relate to the leaves in Figure 4.
6.1 Divide-and-conquer approach

Algorithm 4 shows a divide-and-conquer approach that covers all parameter combinations in a given bounded convex parameter region $CP$. It returns a set of pairs consisting of a set of constraints defining a convex polyhedral parameter region and the parametric result that the scheduler produces in that region.

Lines 5 to 7 collect all the constraints and all the scheduler results for all corner points of the parameter region $CP$. A convex polyhedron can be transformed into a set of corner points using the double description library [8]. Each point in the polyhedron (including the corner points) is related to a particular execution branch in the decision tree. Lines 10 to 12 check if all constraints found (Line 11) hold in all corner points of $CP$ (Line 10). If so, then the recursion ends and we arrive at Line 19. This situation is visualized in Figure 6a. All corner points returned the same scheduling result ($g_{tot}$ contains only one element); therefore we can return a pair with $CP$ and the schedule result, in Line 19. In the case that one of the constraints was found not to hold for one of the corner points (Line 12, Figure 6b), the region $CP$ contains points from more than one decision region. In that case, we use that constraint to split the region $CP$ in two new (smaller) regions in Lines 13, 14; Algorithm 15 then recursively computes the results for the two new, smaller, parameter regions (Lines 15, 16) and returns the union of their separate results (Line 17).

**Algorithm 4** Divide-and-conquer for symbolic scheduling

1: function DIVIDECOUNQUER(scheduling problem $P$, bounded convex parameter polyhedron $CP$)  
2:  // Empty sets to record conditions and scheduler results  
3: $z_{tot} = \emptyset$, $g_{tot} = \emptyset$  
4:  // Combine the conditions of all corners  
5: for each corner $p^e$ of EPSILON_CORNERS($CP$) do  
6:  $z_i, g_i = \text{EVALUATE\_PROBLEM}(P, p^e)$  
7:  $z_{tot} = z_{tot} \cup z_i$  
8:  $g_{tot} = g_{tot} \cup g_i$  
9:  // Check whether all corners admit to all conditions  
10: for each corner $p^e$ of EPSILON_CORNERS($CP$) do  
11:  for each $z \in z_{tot}$ do  
12:     if $\neg z(p^e)$ then // Divide into two polyhedra  
13:        $CP_1 = CP \cup \{z\}$  
14:        $CP_2 = CP \cup \{\neg z\}$  
15:     $R_1 = \text{DIVIDECOUNQUER}(P, CP_1)$  
16:     $R_2 = \text{DIVIDECOUNQUER}(P, CP_2)$  
17:     return $R_1 \cup R_2$ // Return all regions  
18:  return $\{\langle CP, g_m\rangle\}$

6.2 Evaluating polyhedra with strict inequalities

The conditions leading to decision regions may include strict inequalities and non-strict inequalities. We represent a polyhedron with strict inequalities that exclude bounding faces using corner points that are at an infinitesimal small distance from the concrete corner ($\varepsilon$ corners), inside the polyhedron. To determine such $\varepsilon$ corners for strict inequalities (i.e., an open interface of a polyhedron), we use the technique visualized in Figure 7. This technique creates a smaller
(a) Intersection covers all points in the hatched convex polyhedron.

(b) Intersection does not cover all points of the hatched convex polyhedron. The algorithm can split the polyhedron along one of the two red dashed lines.

Fig. 6. Two situations for the intersection (outlined in thick black) of the green, yellow and blue conditions returned by their respectively coloured corners.
Fig. 7. Creating $\epsilon$ corners. $c_1, c_2, c_3, c_4$ are corners of a polyhedron, and $S_1$ and $S_2$ are strict inequalities (dash-dot lines). Calculate new concrete corners by translating $s_i$ a concrete distance, using $1/3$rd of the minimum (perpendicular) distance $\delta(S_i, c_k)$ of $S_i$ to each other corner $c_k$. This generates new corner points (the red dots) without removing corners (such as $c_1$) on non-strict inequalities (solid lines).

polyhedron, by tightening the conditions (i.e., translation in the figure) such that they cut off the points that lie on the interface of the strict inequality $S_i = (e, <)$. The points $\{ x \in \mathbb{R}^d | e(x) = 0 \}$ are those that lie on the hyper-surface defined by $e$; we call such points adjacent to $S_i$. We find a distance $\delta$, to be added in the normal direction of the inequality $S_i$, such that concrete new corner points for a new polyhedron $CP'$ (spanned by the red corners and $c_1$) are created. $\delta$ is chosen small enough to retain all corners that are not adjacent to this strict inequality. The distance at which a corner $c_k$ not adjacent to $S_i$ would be cut off is the perpendicular distance $\delta(S_i, c_k)$. Therefore, any concrete translation distance $\delta$ of $S_i$ less than the minimum perpendicular distance of $S_i$ to any non-adjacent corner point $c_k$ does not cut off corner points that are not adjacent to $S_i$.

Translating the inequality $S_i$ with a concrete value leads to a smaller concrete polyhedron $CP'$. The corner points of $CP'$ that do not coincide with any corner of $CP$ are used to determine the $\epsilon$ corners. The $\epsilon$ corner is determined by moving the original corner in the direction of the corresponding concrete corner(s) of $CP'$ by an infinitesimal distance. This creates a corner point for which no concrete point lies between that corner and the original corner. As multiple corners may be cut and generated (as for $S_1$ and corners $c_3$ and $c_4$) we need a way to distinguish which new corners relate to the old corners. To do so, we take the concrete $\delta$ small enough so that any new corner is generated closer to its original corner than to any other corner. This distance should be less than half the minimum of the distance to adjacent corners and the perpendicular distances to non-adjacent corners.

In Figure 7, a simpler method seems possible; namely, for each corner point adjacent to a strict inequality, generate new corners that are in the direction of the adjacent corner points. When
more than one strict inequality is supplied for a corner point, this method would generate multiple corner points, each of which is still adjacent to at least one other strict inequality. Therefore, this simpler procedure will not always lead to the correct corner points to describe the polyhedron with strict inequalities.

For the procedure sketched here to work, the symbolic scheduler that is used by the exploration algorithm should be capable to evaluate conditions for parameter values with infinitesimal parts.

6.3 Soundness and termination

In this section we provide arguments that the results of our divide-and-conquer approach are sound and that the approach terminates. Soundness of the approach requires that the parameter combinations correspond to the correct execution path and parametric scheduling result. Recall the requirement on the symbolic scheduler to return a (sufficiently) complete set of constraints for the path corresponding to a concrete point.

6.3.1 Soundness. Each concrete parameter combination has a particular execution path associated with it. Each execution path maps to some parametric scheduler result, from which the (parametric) productivity can be deduced. Let \( p \in CP \) be a parameter combination in some convex parameter polyhedron \( CP \). Assume the execution path of \( p \) is not associated with the execution path of any other point \( p' \in CP \setminus \{p\} \), and that our divide-and-conquer approach incorrectly reports that \( p \) has the same execution path as all other points in \( CP \).

Our approach only reports all parameter combinations in the same decision region when each corner point of \( CP \) admits to the union of the conditions for all corner points (Line 12). The above assumptions imply that the execution path for \( p \) occurs only under some condition that does not hold for at least one of the corners of \( CP \). However, as \( CP \) is a convex polyhedron, no affine condition (i.e., half-space) exists that includes \( p \) from \( CP \), while not also including at least one of the corners of \( CP \). This contradiction shows that \( p \in CP \) belongs to the same decision region, under the assumption that indeed a sufficiently complete set of conditions is returned at each (\( \epsilon \)-)corner.

6.3.2 Termination. The termination argument is similar to the argument in [10]. On Lines 13 and 14, the two smaller, non-empty, polyhedra \( CP_1, CP_2 \) cover all parameter combinations in \( CP \), without overlap. Recall from the introduction the assumptions that (1) the symbolic scheduler terminates after a finite time for any parameter combination, and (2) that the exploration leads to a finite number of decision regions. As the polyhedra always become strictly smaller in the split on Lines 13 and 14, eventually the base case is reached on Line 19. The base case is then recursively propagated back to form the result for the initial call of Algorithm 4.

7 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

We apply our approach to several schedulers to show that the technique is applicable to both classical processor scheduling and scheduling techniques relevant for manufacturing systems. The result of our parametric scheduler characterization allows us to investigate scheduling productivity with respect to design parameters for re-entrant manufacturing systems.

The divide-and-conquer experiments described in this paper have been implemented and executed with Python3, using the Python wrapper for the CDD [8] double description library. To compare our approach to alternative methods, we implemented these simple scheduling algorithms in C, and used LLVM KLEE v2.0 with the recommended LLVM clang 6.0 compiler and Z3 SMT solver to execute the benchmark set.

The parameter combinations inside a given convex polyhedron are forwarded to the actual scheduling algorithm. For the other parameter combinations, the C-program simply exits before
performing any scheduling, leading to one additional reported execution path. The compiled C-programs are then symbolically executed using the KLEE execution engine. This execution results in the exploration of all execution paths, and a report of concrete points that lead to the different execution paths. All experiments have been performed on an Intel Core i7 960 with 12 GB RAM, running 64-bit Ubuntu 18.04.

7.1 Shortest Processing Time First scheduler

Figure 4 shows the characterisation of the SPTF scheduler for task queue \( \langle (t_1, a), (t_2, 2a), (t_3, b), (t_4, 1) \rangle \). For \( p = (a, b) \) with strictly positive parameters \( a > 0, b > 0 \) three decision regions are found. As task durations \( 2a \) and \( 2a + 1 \) are already ordered, these decision regions correspond to the relative ordering of \( b \) to \( 2a \) and \( 2a + 1 \). The decision regions have maximum completion times that depend both on \( a \) and \( b \). The static part of the task duration, 1, in \( 2a + 1 \) is not critical as long as \( b > 2a + 1 \).

Figure 8 shows the performance characterization for the task queue \( \langle (t_1, a), (t_2, 2a), (t_3, b), (t_4, 1) \rangle \), for \(-1/2 \leq a \leq 1, -1/2 \leq b \leq 2\); 22 different scheduler results are found in 26 decision regions. The maximum completion time in the region \( R_1 = \{(a, b) \mid 0 \leq a \leq 1/2, 0 \leq b \leq 1\} \) depends either on \( a \) or on \( b \), but not on both. For all parameter combinations in \( R_1 \), the task with duration 1 is the last to be scheduled as none of the other tasks are bigger in this region, and therefore always ends up in the maximum completion time expression. The two examples of Figures 4 and 8 illustrate the results of our divide-and-conquer approach. The parametric results per decision region correspond directly to a convex surface describing the makespan of the system, which also holds for the other experiments in this paper.

7.2 Schedulers for re-entrant manufacturing systems

Re-entrant manufacturing systems are interconnected machines that perform operations on a product. The product is processed by one of the machines multiple times; i.e., the product re-enters one of the machines. An example of such a re-entrant manufacturing system is an industrial printer. A duplex printer prints an image on both sides of a sheet using a single printing station. Timing

Fig. 8. SPTF performance characterization for task queue \( \langle (t_1, a), (t_2, 2a), (t_3, b), (t_4, 1) \rangle \). The maximum completion times are shown per decision region.
Fig. 9. Eager Scheduler applied to 25 identical sheets, $l_\text{−} = l$, $l_\text{+} = l + 3$. The different decision regions are colour coded in the bottom. The top part of the graph shows the makespan as a function of $l_\text{−}$. As the minimum loop time increases, the slope of the makespan becomes less steep, while the starting offset for subsequent line segments is slightly higher.

requirements between products at the printing station are determined by the product’s type, as well as the processing order at the printing station. The output order is pre-determined by an operator.

A scheduler for a re-entrant machine then needs to interleave product flows at different stages (passes) to optimize the productivity of the machines. We assume here that (i) the minimum re-entrant loop time $l_\text{−}$ and maximum re-entrant loop time $l_\text{+}$ are design-time parameters that are constant during scheduling, (ii) that the set-up times $S : Z \times Z \rightarrow \mathbb{R}$ between two products $(z_1, z_2) \in Z^2$ at the re-entrant processing station are determined fully by their product types, (iii) that the set-up times between products with the same type are the smallest possible, and (iv) that the products all need to be processed twice by some processing station (i.e., products are processed in two passes). For sake of simplicity of presentation, the set-up times of the machines include the processing time, and are the same between first pass processing and the second pass processing.

7.2.1 Eager Scheduler. The Eager Scheduler [17] selects the ‘first fitting slot’ in which an operation can be executed. It does so by trying to insert a re-entrant operation into an operation sequence in such a way that it does not influence the chosen timing of previously scheduled operations. The Eager Scheduler iteratively inserts the second pass operation of the next product into a sequence of (initially only first pass) operations. The scheduler fixes the re-entering time for
a product after inserting its second pass to the earliest time allowed by the constraints. Evaluating whether an operation can be inserted while satisfying all constraints is possible through a modified longest-path algorithm that detects the presence of positive cycles and does not allow changing the operation times of previously scheduled operations. The presence of a positive cycle indicates that the constraints cannot be met. The symbolic scheduler needs to determine a constraint on parameters for which a given cycle is positive.

Enumerating all cycles in a graph is prohibitively time-consuming, and many of the resulting positive cycle expressions will be redundant. Instead, it is sufficient to return some positive cycle expression if an explored choice is infeasible. Our exploration algorithm, Algorithm 4, can then divide the polyhedron on that condition, to separate the decision regions on the outcome of that cycle. Additional positive cycles may appear during recursive evaluation of the smaller polyhedra.

Figure 9 shows how the Eager Scheduler performs for 25 identical products under variation of the minimum loop time, with a maximum buffer time of 3 seconds. The makespan per product increases as the minimum loop time increases, until another product fits in the loop. At that point, the scheduler can avoid some idle time by filling the loop more. Thus, the decision regions returned by the scheduler correspond to the number of products that fit in the re-entrant loop. As the minimum loop time increases, the slope in each region decreases; the minimum loop time parameter occurs fewer times in the critical path. Performing such an evaluation for typical product queues will lead to a better understanding of which minimum loop time is productive.

7.2.2 Pattern Scheduler. If the products in a re-entrant flow-shop are coming in a regular pattern, then instead of optimizing a single product at a time, we can interleave patterns with each other. This is exploited by the Pattern Scheduler [18]. By aligning first and second passes of products from different instances of the pattern, large set-up times can be avoided. A good heuristic is to find the maximum number of patterns that fit in the loop and allow the alignment of the two passes. We analyse a scheduler that determines how many patterns fit in a 2-re-entrant loop, and then calculates which pattern interleaving schedule would be indefinitely repeatable. A pattern \( Z = (z_1, \ldots, z_k) \) is an ordered list of \(|Z|\) product types. The pattern repeats \( r \) times in the job.

The number of patterns \( n \) that can be concurrently in the re-entrant loop is calculated in a way similar to the steady-state performance estimator [18] for re-entrant flow-shops, which models a steady-state pattern scheduler. It calculates how many interleaved patterns could be executed in the interval between the minimum and maximum loop time. The buffer range is denoted by \( l_b = l_+ - l_- \). Figure 10a shows that the first passes (solid rectangles) of pattern \( k \) are interleaved with the second passes (dashed rectangles) of pattern \( k - n \). Pattern time \( t_p \) is derived as a sum of set-up times, given this particular interleaving of first and second passes, and use the knowledge of the pattern that the product type of \( i - n \cdot |Z| \) is the same as \( i \):

\[
t_p = \sum_{z_i \in Z} (S(z_i, z_{i-n\cdot|Z|}) + S(z_{i-n\cdot|Z|}, z_{n i + 1}))
\]

\[
= \sum_{z_i \in Z} (S(z_i, z_{i}) + S(z_{i}, z_{i+1}))
\]

In steady state, this means that the first passes of a pattern \( k \) and the second passes of a re-entrant pattern \( k - n \) are processed every \( t_p \) time units. For any product \( z_i \), the deadline \( D(z_i) \) (denoted with red dashed arrows in Figure 10b) between the first and second passes must be satisfied for a valid schedule to exist. The relative due date \( D(z_i) \) is assumed constant, and parametrized by \( l_+ \). Before the second pass of a product of pattern \( k \) is executed, \( n \) patterns \((n \cdot |Z|) \) products must be processed, plus a first pass product from pattern \( k + n + 1 \). That is, for each product \( z_i \in Z \), the
chosen loop time $t^*_i = n \cdot t_p + S(z_i, z_{i+n \cdot |Z|}) \leq D(z_i)$ should be less than the re-entrant due date $D(i)$. The set-up time $S(z_i, z_{i+n \cdot |Z|}) = S(z_i, z_i)$ in Figure 10a corresponds to the set-up time between $a^k_1 + n$, and $a^k_2$. This constraint is shown as the cycle of bold edges in Figure 10b, and is the same for each instance of the pattern, but may be different for each product type within the pattern. Therefore, we can locally check whether the deadlines for each product type in the pattern can be met for a particular value of $n$.

The number $n$ of patterns that fit in the loop is determined by the pattern time $t_p$, the maximum additional set-up time $t_s = \max_{z_i \in Z} S(z_i, z_i)$, $L_\ast$ and $l_\ast$ as follows:

$$
n_s = \left\lfloor \frac{L_\ast}{t_p} \right\rfloor, \quad n_{\text{max}} = \left\lfloor \frac{l_\ast - t_s}{t_p} \right\rfloor
$$

$$
n = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } n_{\text{max}} \leq 0 \\
n_{\text{max}} & \text{if } 1 \leq n_{\text{max}} < n_s \\
n_s & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
$$

The maximum number of patterns that fit in the loop is then $n_{\text{max}}$. To maintain a high throughput, the scheduler tries to fit $n_s$ patterns in the loop, such that $n_s \cdot t_p \geq L_\ast$, because then the re-entrant products can return exactly after finishing some previous pattern’s first passes. However, if $n_s > n_{\text{max}}$ then there exists no $n$ such that the pattern can return within the time window $L_\ast \leq n \cdot t_p \leq l_\ast$. In that case the scheduler uses the maximum number of patterns that fit in the loop $n = n_{\text{max}}$.

The actual timing of operations is determined by first filling the loop with $n$ products, then interleaving products of pattern $k$ with $k - n$ in steady-state, until the loop needs to be emptied again. Appropriate sequence-dependent set-up times for this sequence are added, and earliest realization times (i.e., a schedule) are calculated. All conditions in this decision process are captured symbolically as expressions in the minimum loop and buffer times $L_\ast$ and $l_\ast$.

If no complete pattern fits in the loop (i.e., $n_{\text{max}} = 0$), then the interleaving procedure schedules both passes of a product to be processed before the next product starts its first pass. This is rather inefficient, so if $n_{\text{max}} = 0$ the previously mentioned Eager Scheduler is invoked instead.

Figure 11 shows for a pattern of three products, repeated 5 times, how the minimum loop time and buffer time impact the decisions made by the pattern scheduler. One pattern takes 15/2 time units, while the maximum first to second pass set-up time of the same product is $t_s = 2$. Figure 11 shows that for these combinations of minimum loop times and buffer times at most two patterns are used in the loop. The interpretation of the triangle $\{ (L_\ast, l_\ast) \mid 15 \leq L_\ast + L_\ast + l_\ast \leq 17 \wedge l_\ast \geq 0 \}$ is that one pattern less is interleaved because the maximum loop time (being the minimum loop time plus buffer time) is not sufficient yet to allow the product’s second pass to start. In this region, the adjusted loop time $n \cdot t_p < L_\ast$ is less than the minimum loop time, and therefore some unproductive idle time has been inserted between patterns. The productivity is therefore decreased if the minimum loop time is increased and idle time is introduced, until an additional pattern fits again. In the bottom left, the more irregular structure of the regions is due to the Eager Scheduler making less regular decisions.

This result enables a designer to study the ability of the buffer to adapt to different patterns with respect to the physical layout of the printer. Improvements can then be explored on how a larger minimum loop time or a larger buffer would impact the ability to adapt to different patterns. For this particular scheduler, adding additional buffering capabilities above some threshold does not yield additional productivity. By performing such an analysis for typical use cases, a designer can make more informed decisions.
\[ t^*_i \leq l_+ \]
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(a) A time representation of the interleaving of \( n \) patterns, starting at the first pass of pattern \( k \).

pattern \( k - n \) pattern \( k \) pattern \( k + n \)

(b) An event graph representation of the interleaving of \( n \) patterns.

Fig. 10. A steady-state pattern interleaving example.

Fig. 11. Pattern scheduling for three products, repeated 5 times. In the green area, one pattern is used in the loop, in the orange area two patterns are used. If no pattern fits in the loop (below left of the green area), then the eager scheduler decides on the operation ordering.
Table 2. Parametric scheduling exploration statistics. The columns show per instance how many evaluations (E) were performed (i.e., symbolic schedule calls), how many regions (R) were generated, and how many different parametric scheduler results (PSR) were found. The last columns show the execution time ($t_{dc}$) of the divide-and-conquer algorithm including all scheduling calls, and execution time $t_{KLEE}$ for the generic symbolic execution engine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scheduler</th>
<th>Instance</th>
<th>E</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>PSR</th>
<th>$t_{dc}$</th>
<th>$t_{KLEE}$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPTF</td>
<td>Figure 2</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.2s</td>
<td>16s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPTF</td>
<td>Figure 3a</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0.8s</td>
<td>&gt;3000s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPTF</td>
<td>Figure 5</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.3s</td>
<td>20s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPTF</td>
<td>Figure 8</td>
<td>172</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5.5s</td>
<td>251s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eager</td>
<td>Figure 9</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>289s</td>
<td>&gt;3000s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pattern</td>
<td>Figure 11</td>
<td>1066</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>948s</td>
<td>&gt;3000s</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

7.3 Comparison with LLVM KLEE

Table 2 shows some runtime statistics for the example instances discussed in the previous subsections. The SPTF scheduler is very fast at evaluating single parameter points, and the task queues are rather small. These experiments only contain few different scheduler results and decisions. In these cases, our divide-and-conquer approach does not branch much more than strictly necessary in these cases, as the number of regions is close to or equal to the number of parametric scheduler results found. The Eager Scheduler and Pattern Scheduler require many more evaluations to cover the initial convex parameter region. In all experiments, almost all the time is spent in evaluating corner points, and the time spent gathering the conditions and choosing a branching condition were negligible. In comparison, all but the smallest benchmarks take more than 3000 seconds to execute with LLVM KLEE. Even for such simple algorithms as SPTF, the automatic tracking of symbolic variables and evaluation of many SMT queries seems to lead to an exponential increase in the running time of the benchmarks. Tight loops that depend on symbolic values lead to many calls to the SMT solver, but even with one parameter and four tasks (Figure 3a) the execution time is significant. In addition, the queries generated for the different concrete values do not reveal the particular segmentation directly, nor does it currently allow direct access to the parametric scheduling results.

The experiment of Figure 11 shows that many redundant regions were found, most leading to the same parametric scheduler results, which are in this case part of the same (green) decision region. The green area could have been detected by three cuts, but the cuts that were generated for the eager scheduler also cut the green area in more parts than necessary. These experiments can possibly be sped up by heuristically (instead of arbitrarily) choosing a separation condition that typically leads to fewer corner evaluations.

7.4 Scalability

We present some results to investigate the scalability of our method for the SPTF case. We vary the number of processors, the number of parameters, and the number of tasks. In the previous subsection we have shown that LLVM KLEE has excessive execution times for our parametrized models, even for the smallest cases with one or two parameters. The execution paths of an instance with additional parameters includes at least the execution paths of the instance without those additional parameters. It is therefore unlikely that the exploration mechanism of LLVM KLEE will
find execution paths significantly more efficiently when more parameters are used in the instance. We therefore focus only on the scalability of our divide-and-conquer algorithm.

The first scalability experiment consists of SPTF instances with ten tasks, two to five processors, and up to four parameters. We have generated 10 random instances for each combination of processor and parameter count. The coefficients of the parameters and the constants are fractions. The denominator and numerator of the fractions were both drawn uniformly from \{1, 2, \ldots, 10\}. The results of this experiment are shown in Figure 12. The time and region axes are shown on a logarithmic scale. The results for LLVM KLEE are not visualized due to the excessive computation times for all but the smallest instances.

The number of parameters has a significant impact on both the number of decision regions that need to be covered, as well as the running time of the divide-and-conquer approach. We observe a growing trend for the worst-case execution time of the algorithm for increasing processor counts. Even though each processor on average receives fewer tasks, there are more decision regions to be determined, and therefore the execution time of our algorithm grows. The running time as well as the number of decision regions grows exponentially for increasing parameter count. As the solutions necessarily grow in size, simply enumerating the answer may require exponential time. This is a common practical limitation for exact parametric methods.

Note that we could also choose to iteratively explore the decision regions for different subsets of the parameters, so as to avoid the exponential running time increase. Once the scheduler behaviour is analysed (and potentially optimized) for one subset of parameters, we can then iteratively choose another subset of parameters. This effectively slices the larger problem into smaller sub-problems.

The second scalability experiment varies the task set size from two to 20, and uses two processors and only one parameter. Figure 13 shows the results of our approach on this benchmark. For varying task set size \(n\), the number of unique regions identified grows with about \(O(n^2)\). The runtime of our method grows with \(O(n^3)\) when only one parameter is used, which can be explained by multiplying the number of regions by the scheduling time of a single SPTF instance, which takes \(O(n)\) time.

There is significant variation in running times in both experiments. This variation is caused by the relative values of the randomly generated fractions. This means that, despite the instances having the same general characteristics, the coefficients of each task’s parameters have a significant impact on the running time.

In both experiments, it shows that the number of regions found is highly correlated to the running time. The goal of the approach is to find all regions. In the very best case, the (exponentially many) solutions still need to be enumerated, and the running time therefore scales at least linear to the number of the regions. This trend holds for larger task set sizes in Figure 13c. That is, for this set of experiments our approach scales, on average, with the expected time complexity.

8 CONCLUSION

A scheduler has significant impact on the productivity of a system. We therefore want to find out how a design parameter in a given range influences the sequence of decisions made in a scheduler. These decisions lead to the activation or avoidance of timing constraints, and therefore to a particular system performance. In this paper, we introduced a symbolic scheduling model that captures the conditions under which certain decisions are taken. We introduced a divide-and-conquer algorithm that uses such information from symbolic schedulers to determine which parameter combinations lead to the same scheduling decisions for deterministic scheduling algorithms. It covers all possible parameter combinations in a given range. It can be used to exhaustively test how the system behaves in this range.
(a) Runtime for varying number of processor and parameter counts.  
(b) Number of regions for varying processor and parameter counts.

Fig. 12. Parameter and processor count scalability results of the divide-and-conquer method for randomly generated SPTF instances.

We applied this technique to several schedulers, to show that different kinds of problems and schedulers can be characterised by this technique. The results are gathered much faster than with the generic LLVM KLEE symbolic execution engine. Due to the typically tight loops in a scheduling algorithm, the KLEE engine queries the underlying SMT solver very often. Instead of branching and updating the SMT query for each branch in the tight loop, it could be interesting to append a condition to an SMT query only after each concrete full execution of a tight loop. We have shown in this paper that this gives sufficient information to explore all scheduling results, and we believe that this has the potential to speed up the exploration performed by LLVM KLEE. The construction of condition expressions can be similar to that of our approach. We believe that many deterministic schedulers are amenable to our analysis. The symbolic scheduling can be introduced to an existing scheduler to include symbolic relations with relatively few modifications.
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Fig. 13. Results of the divide-and-conquer method for SPTF instances with varying task set sizes.
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